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What is Fresh Arts? 
 
Fresh Arts is the arts programme managed by North Bristol NHS Trust.  It exists to enhance the 
patient experience and improve morale by maintaining and extending an arts programme across the 
hospitals at Frenchay, Southmead and Cossham, as well as developing an arts programme for the 
new hospital.   
 
Fresh Arts was initiated in 2007 with clear core aims to: 
 

 enhance the patient experience 
 improve morale of staff and patients 
 establish the hospital at the heart of its local community  
 deliver a programme of high quality and good practice  

 
This it does whilst supporting and contributing to two of NBT’s Big Five objectives:  

 to prepare for the opening of the new hospital at Southmead  
 to make NBT a great place to work. 

 
It is overseen by a committee of 10 NBT staff and patient reps with the work being delivered through 
the Arts Programme Manager’s post supported by the Facilities Directorate. 
 
 
Why arts in healthcare? 
 
There is now an overwhelming body of evidence demonstrating that participation in the arts and 
access to a range of arts opportunities can dramatically improve health outcomes and increase 
people’s wellbeing.   
By supplementing medicine and care, the arts can improve the health of people who experience 
mental or physical health problems.  Engaging in the arts can promote prevention of disease and 
build wellbeing.  The arts can improve healthcare environments and benefit staff retention and 
professional development.   
Patients who are recovering in a less stressful and calmer environment require less pain relief and 
are more likely to get better faster. A positive working environment has also been shown to improve 
staff morale, which in turn benefits patients. 
 
By helping to create healthcare environments that are welcoming, reassuring, stimulating and 
personal and that reflect the needs and values of the local community, rolling exhibition 
programmes, integrated arts commissions and other arts-based projects can have hard-nosed 
economic benefits, as well as enhancing the spiritual and emotional wellbeing of staff, patients and 
visitors. 
 

Alison Ryan, non-executive director of NHS South West advocates the role of the arts in: 
 

“maintaining the person within the patient… people are people, not just a  
bunch of symptoms”. 

 
Health trusts choose to work with the arts for a wide range of reasons: 
 

 the arts can help the NHS deliver its targets against specific national, regional and local 
strategies  

 engaging with artists can make people feel better, improve people’s self-esteem and self-
confidence  

 engaging with artists can improve people’s quality of life and can be used in a preventative 
way to promote good health and general well-being  
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 the arts promote a well cared for and welcoming environment and create public spaces of 
distinction  

 artists provide innovative ways of working, and are good at fulfilling a number of different 
agendas, working across sectors and with different interest groups  

 the arts are a good way to include and involve staff, and can improve staff morale  
 the arts can help deliver different partners’ shared priorities, for example in relation to 

engaging disaffected young people, tackling obesity, nurturing user-led advocacy, supporting 
independent living and helping to regenerate communities  

 the arts can be used to educate people about specific health issues  
 the arts help Health Trusts build links with the local community  
 
 
“I have found it an enormous bonus having Fresh Arts projects as a new dimension to the 
working space and activity in NBT. I have been motivated to participate in weekend activities 
such as the Big Draw and to see the degree which it has brought people from the community 
into the hospital as part of their local fabric and not just as a place for sick people.  
Music, performance and artwork have all taken a larger place in clinical spaces and it has been 
great to see clerical staff looking forward to musical events and patients responding to the 
quality of the performances as well as their warm reaction to the concept of making hospitals 
places where people can share and enjoy positive and creative experiences. 
Fresh Arts is part of a larger theme of making healthcare connected with people … it contributes 
to breakdown of barriers and the feeling of a shared and appreciated place and experience.” 
David de Berker, consultant dermatologist: The Big Draw and live music programme 
 
“Thank you again, you really have transformed the arts side of the hospital into something very 
exciting. It truly does make NBT a better place to work so far as I'm concerned!” 
Staff member: Staff Arts Club and staff art exhibition 
 
“Having music sessions supplied by Fresh Arts benefits the children and families in many 
ways. It provides a time to socialise with others whilst enjoying sing-a-long with families, staff 
and performers.  This enables the child to be distracted from what is an unfamiliar environment, 
allowing them to have fun.  When children are distracted they are able to cope much better with 
their hospital admission and procedures.” 
Julie Fisher, Senior Play Specialist, Barbara Russell Children’s Unit: live music programme 
 
 

Fresh Arts’ achievements November 2007 to July 2011   
 
Since the inception of the Fresh Arts programme in 2007, the following activities have been initiated 
and managed: 
 

 hanging 46 exhibitions promoting the work of local artists, local schools and local  
community groups 

 raising over £2700 in income through a small commission charged on sale of artwork 
 supporting 42 staff members taking part in the first ever staff art exhibition  
 running 27 staff arts club activities for 429 staff 
 visiting 44 wards and waiting areas with live music, in the first seven months of a 15 month 

programme 
 delivering projects and exhibitions with The Ridings, Monks Park, Henbury, The Castle, 

Colston Girls, Begbrook Primary, Gillingstool Primary and St John’s Primary schools and 
Saplings Day Nursery 

 
“It’s the best thing that could have happened to us this afternoon; it’s been a really stressful day” 
Staff member, Quantock Ward: live music programme 
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“I wanted to thank you for your fantastic display of brilliant creatures.  H has had a rather thin 
time of it lately and was thoroughly distracted by your glorious “peoples” – it was her first real 
smile for several days.  Please find enclosed payment, though for us all ‘Mr Stripy’ is worth far 
more than money!”   
Parent of child in Barbara Russell Children’s Unit: exhibitions programme 

 
as well as making the following environmental improvements: 
 

 landscape mural in chapel entrance, Frenchay 
 painted ceiling tiles, colposcopy treatment rooms, Southmead 
 tropical rainforest mural, paediatric outpatients waiting area, Southmead 
 heritage exhibition, front ramp corridor and Redwood Restaurant, Frenchay 
 sculpture and bench, Middle Entrance, Frenchay 
 sculpture, art and landscape improvements, Viewing Rooms, Frenchay and Southmead 
 sculptural panel by Filton Avenue Day Nursery, K Ward corridor, Southmead 
 managing the Trust’s collection of art including purchasing new work for waiting areas and 

circulation spaces at both hospitals  
 securing the loan of three collections from Paintings in Hospital 
 commissioning a new public art sculpture for Cossham hospital  

 
“I had no idea that this artwork would have so many ripples – not just patients, but patients in 
other departments wanting to look, staff and their families curious to see mum at work – such a 
big impact” 
mural artist, OP3 

 
and running participatory projects: 
 

 In Whom We Trust, staff portrait exhibition and soundscape 
 The Skin Coat drawing and textile project as part of The Big Draw 
 Acorn Roots and Shoots with bereaved children from schools in Thornbury 
 Treading Lightly calendar created by children from Begbrook Primary in Stapleton 
 Treading Lightly drama project with children from Henbury School 
 
 “I just wanted to say a personal thank you, as the wife of a Frenchay patient.   Last week while 
my husband was in theatre I spent some of the waiting time browsing the art exhibition.   You 
have highly creative staff and I was distracted far more than I could have expected.  The 
pleasure the collection gave me during a very difficult, emotional time will stay in my memory… 
so I just wanted to say a very big Thank You!” 
Patient’s carer: exhibitions programme 
 
“I was feeling a bit miserable today but that’s lovely, isn’t it?” 
Patient, ward 203: live music programme 

 
“Our patients greatly enjoy the work of the “Fresh Arts” programme. They have remarked on 
numerous occasions that the music interested them so much that it took their minds off worrying 
about why they were there, and they felt uplifted and better prepared for their treatments and 
consultations. They were greatly impressed that the NHS was providing this service.” 
Teresa Cook, team leader, Out Patients’ Services: live music programme 
 

Bristol’s new hospital at Southmead 
 
The Fresh Arts’ Programme for the new hospital proposes a rich, innovative and varied programme 
of artist commissions across the scheme, designed to enhance and support landscaping, way-
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finding and the hospital environment as a whole. Its implementation will contribute to an increased 
sense of wellbeing for patients, staff and visitors alike. 
 
The Fresh Arts’ Programme for the New Hospital will also go beyond implementing physical 
enhancements to the built environment and landscape. It is firmly rooted in the local context and will 
explore the notion of community with the Southmead Hospital site as its frame of reference. This 
focus will ensure that the Programme delivers a bespoke series of public art commissions and 
socially engaged arts projects funded via the PFI development and fundraising that is unique to this 
scheme. 
 
To date seven commissions have been awarded and ideas developed to final design stage: 
 

 Jaime Hayon – courtyard gardens 
 Ally Wallace – welled courtyard 
 Laura Ford – landscape sculptures 
 Tobias Rehberger – concourse 
 Peter Randall-Page – water feature, medical day garden 
 Jacqueline Poncelet – privacy screens, medical day garden 
 Davis & Jones – public engagement project  

 
A further seven commissions will focus on issues such as sustainability and staff and community 
engagement, as well as celebrating the opening of the new hospital. 

 
“You’ve done the world of good to people like me.  Thank you.” 

Patient, haematology day unit: live music programme 
 

“We are all under increasing pressures in our jobs and face distressing and challenging situations 
on a daily basis. For me, the Staff Arts Club acts as a catharsis after work, and it really does create 

a team atmosphere where I feel a valued person within a large organisation. Friends of mine are 
very impressed and envious that I have such exposure to new exciting opportunities within my 
workplace.  I would say that the Staff Arts Club definitely makes NBT a great place to work!” 

Staff member: staff arts club and staff art exhibition 
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Plans for arts activities 2011 – 12 
 
Forthcoming projects for the current financial year will focus on two elements of activity, Fresh Arts’ 
core work and projects: 
 
 
Core work 
Exhibitions: maintaining the rolling programme of exhibitions at the six gallery and display sites at 
Frenchay and Southmead, including the second staff art exhibition, extending opportunities for solo 
staff shows and increasing the number of local schools exhibiting 
 
Staff Arts Club: consolidating monthly art and craft workshops for all NBT staff and extending out 
to NBT’s community bases by taking workshops to staff in South Gloucestershire Community Health 
Services 
 
Collection: continuing on-going repair and replacement of the Trust’s art collection and maintaining 
links with Paintings in Hospital to continue loan agreements; exploring potential for loans from 
Bristol City Museum and Art Gallery 
 
Music: continuing to roll out the live music programme for waiting areas and wards, working in 
partnership with music development agency Superact; working to ensure as many patients and staff 
as possible are able to benefit from the programme, including those in community settings 
 
 
 
Projects 
Following are four project proposals drawn up to address some of Fresh Arts’ key strategic aims to 
improve the wellbeing of patients, staff and visitors to NBT’s hospitals. 
 
 
1) Long-term absentee staff project  
 
One of the biggest staff challenges facing the NHS and NBT is that of staff who are long term 
absentees.  These are defined as staff who have been off sick for longer than four weeks.  Often 
regardless of the initial cause, being absent from work for long periods of time can undermine a staff 
member’s sense of well-being and their resilience, leading to feelings of isolation and anxiety, 
lowering of confidence and motivation and to mental health issues such as depression. 
 
NBT aims to reduce its rates of sickness absence from an average across directorates of 4.14% 
(April 2010 to March 2011) to 3.8% for 2011 by ensuring that:  
 

 a healthy workplace exists  
 encouraging a culture which provides empathetic and practical support but which does not 

tolerate abuse of the sick leave provisions  
 managers apply the sickness absence policy and procedures  

 
Currently being investigated is an arts project which aims to boost long-term absentees’ confidence 
and sense of self-worth as a staff member, as well as using the arts to increase participants’ coping 
skills, resilience and sense of well-being.   
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2) Cotswold Clinic Courtyard Renovation 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Current state of Cotswold Clinic courtyard 
 
Cotswold Clinic offers out-patient services to colposcopy, gynaecology and early pregnancy 
patients.  Reception, interview and treatment rooms and waiting areas form the perimeter of the 
courtyard, with access to the space from either a corridor or a waiting room. 
 
It is anticipated that renovation of the courtyard will create a space that is beautiful, elevating the 
soul and uplifting spirits; the space will work as a courtyard that people can enjoy not only by being 
in it but also by improving the many views out into the courtyard from all sides, including a view 
immediately as people enter the clinic. 
 
It will create additional waiting space for patients, being a calm, relaxing and peaceful area that puts 
people at ease, as well as seating for staff during breaks, providing both a space they can enjoy and 
of which they can be proud. 
 
This project aims to create links between the hospital and a local nursery through the creation of 
artwork with children from Filton Avenue Day Centre and Nursery. 
 
 
3) ‘Granddad’ patient project with Malvern Ward and Pickled Image Theatre Ltd. 

 
 
 
Who is Granddad? 
 
Before looking at the aims and objectives of this project 
and the way it will be delivered, it is important to know who 
Granddad is: 
  
Granddad is whoever people want him to be! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Granddad is a puppet show devised with Arts Council England funding in 2009.  He toured to 21 
schools and performed to 35 classes, each making a unique and distinctive performance response 
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to his presence.  Granddad travels with objects and souvenirs gathered on his globe-trotting 
journey, including his violin, a teapot, his friend Charlotte the spider, a handy candlestick and his 
tent, but his poor memory means that he can’t remember who he is, where he has come from and 
what he’s done on the way!  He needs a group of individuals to help piece together his history. 
 
Following the success of the schools tour and an initial residency in a Jewish Care Home in London, 
Pickled Image aims to work with Malvern Ward at Southmead Hospital to develop activities for its 
patients, many of whom are in early stages of the onset of dementia; with about 700,000 people in 
the UK with dementia, most of whom are over 65, and an aging demographic, it’s important to 
develop more ways in which people can engage in as normal a life as possible, in spite of their 
illness.   
 
 
4)  Enhancement of courtyard areas at Frenchay hospital 
 
In the Phase 1 building at Frenchay hospital, two courtyards exist which are currently neglected and 
uncared for.  Both courtyards could become a focus point for staff and patients through some small 
building improvements and with the addition of sculptures and seating.   
 
Fresh Arts proposes working with Visual, a service offered by Arts & Business with the aim of 
bringing the highest quality contemporary visual art into public areas of the hospital.  Arts & 
Business is a not for profit Prince of Wales charity, part-subsidised by Arts Council England.  
Working with an agency such as Arts & Business to deliver enhanced courtyard spaces would 
increase the capacity of the Fresh Arts programme to reach higher numbers of staff, patients and 
visitors than is possible currently. 
 
Visual is proposing providing seating to encourage patients and staff to enter the gravel courtyard 
and a commissioned sculpture to enhance the space and bring enjoyment to people both in the 
courtyard and in wards and offices overlooking the courtyard.  A staff and/or patient selection 
process could be part of the process of choosing works.  Visual will provide a full service including 
commissioning, delivery and installation.  All artwork can be re-sited with the move to the new 
hospital at Southmead in 2014. 
 
 


